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Development of Real-time Search Services
Offering Daily-life Information
The SNS provided by Twitter, Inc. is popular as a medium for reporting on events around the world in real-time.
NTT DOCOMO is offering search services that provide useful information (daily-life information) regarding railway
operational conditions, TV programs and landmarks, from
the large volume of tweets. In this article, we introduce these
search services and describe the search technology behind
them.
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ble with Twitter, especially for tweets

tweet text with a domain-specific dic-

related to railway operational condi-

tionary (e.g.: a train-line or a landmark

tions, television programs and land-

dictionary). To improve accuracy fur-

*3

a Social Networking Service (SNS) for

marks . Tweets related to railway oper-

ther, we use additional techniques tai-

submitting and sharing large numbers

ational conditions and landmarks are

lored to each domain. In this article, we

of messages about events occurring

useful as on-the-scene reports of condi-

introduce each search service and

around the world, and huge numbers of

tions. Tweets related to TV programs

describe the search technologies behind

tweets are shared every day. Much of

are useful for the viewers to share their

them.

the information shared is personal and

thoughts and impressions of the pro-

very local to individual users, but much

grams in real-time, which can make

information useful in daily life is also

viewing more enjoyable.

*2

2. Railway Operational
Condition Tweet
Search Service

included. However, it is not always an

What is important for these search-

easy task to choose suitable search key-

es is selecting tweets that are relevant to

words for obtaining the desired infor-

each domain (railway operational con-

This service allows users to monitor

mation.

ditions, TV programs or landmarks)

tweets related to railway operational

As such, NTT DOCOMO provides

and indexing them in real-time. The

conditions, or so called “train tweets.”

different types of search services that

accuracy of selecting tweets related to

Train tweets comprise tweets that

enable them to easily monitor useful

the domain is an especially significant

include information about railway ser-

tweets in daily life. We have developed

issue for these services. Our approach is

vice delays, suspensions, and other rail-

search services that are highly compati-

to select relevant tweets by matching

way operational issues throughout
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2.1 Service Overview

*1 Twitter: The name Twitter, the logo and the
Twitter bird are registered trademarks of Twitter, Inc. in the U.S.A. and other countries.
*2 Tweet: A term used to refer to entries on the
micro-blogging service provided by Twitter
Inc.
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2.2 Train-Tweet Processing

Japan. This search system detects rail-

“Kanto” button, a page with a list of

way problems in real time, and ranks

railway routes in the Kanto region is

railway routes based on the degree of

displayed. This listing is in order of the

An overview of processing for train

exposure in Twitter due to the prob-

attention they are receiving in Twitter.

tweets is shown in Figure 2. For the

lems. Figure 1(a) shows the Web page

In this page, the most recent tweets for

train tweet search, the railway routes

of the real-time search service. The

the two highest-ranked railway routes

that are receiving much attention in

Web page has a section marked “Train-

are also shown (See Kyosen Tonan

Twitter are extracted by counting the

related tweets,” followed by buttons for

Line and Saitama Nishi Line). To mon-

number of train tweets in real time.

each region in Japan. The user is

itor train tweets for a specific railway

Tweets are processed by (1) mapping

allowed to select a specific region in

route, the user simply selects the

tweets to railway routes, (2) extracting

order to view a list of railway routes

desired railway route by clicking the

tweets related to railway operational

which currently have service problems.

“View tweets” button.

conditions to produce train tweets, (3)

System

registering train tweets in the search

As an example, when the user clicks the
d-Menu

TV programs (b)

Railway operational conditions (a)

Location-based tweets (c)

Real-time search
Search

Real time

Region

News

Music

Video

Books/Comics

Search tweets for Kanto railway routes

Search result

Kyosen Toanan Line

Program information

base△△

Yaezakura
20:00〜21:00

京川東南線遅延で、バス間に合わん。がくり。

Search result
Current location: Near Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
All tweets

MHK

(10 min. ago)

Search

Show program information

Show tweets (53)

orc○○ge
#myn××news 東京駅丸の内駅舎がつい
に完成！「プロジェクションマッピング」
も公開中です！ http://t.co/jaz□□DyD

Saitama Nishi Line
Kanto region

Koshinetsu region

Kinki region

(a)

All tweets

socc○○
やっぱり埼玉西線遅延している...

Refresh Change search conditions
crescent
八重桜の綾瀬春香がかわいいわぁ

All tweets related to the Kyosen Tonan Line

Shinkansen

Other lines
Sansan Line

Refresh Change search conditions
base△△

(b)

Search nearby tweets

(c)

Soryo Line

s△△ca
東京駅を使ったプロジェクトマッピング映
像。映像よりも生で視た時の方が凄かっ
た。本気で震えたし。http://t.co/Cgr××j
Wt

penguin
橘川晃司の西郷隆盛がかっこよかった。#八重桜

京川東南線遅延で、バス間に合わん。がくり。

Saityo Denden Line
Search TV program tweets

20,525 items

Refresh Change search conditions

tenn××

hamster
八重桜 綾瀬春香の演技がいいね
毎週楽しみ
#mhk

若干、北新宿で停まったけど、ほぼ普通に動いて
ました。（￣▽￣）RT@down□□□ ＠road×××
おはようございます。京川東南遅れてました？

pa××ka
東京駅なぅ♪みんな写真撮ってる〜♪
(′
▽｀)。http://t.co/7e□□OSvB

orc○○ge
そういえば東京駅すごい人ごみだったね

△△lf

京川東南が人身やらかすと出席率が著しく低下
するなかで通常進行する授業

Search

Trending spot rankings (d)

Area guide
Area guide

Trending Spot Rankings

Trending Spot Rankings

Tokyo Tower

Search

Trending Spot Rankings
Tokyo tower tweets
nade△△ko 東京タワー行くって出かけ
ていった両親が帰ってきてくれたお土産
が羽田で売っていた信州そばだった件に
ついて。.........え。何？どういうこと？
wwwww先週長野に行った私が何も買わ
ないで帰ってきたのに、どういうこと？
www

Spot Ranking (Updated 8/21, 2pm)

Tokyo Tower
sun□□wer おい......待て
ワー？

2,929 people

あれ東京タ

Olympic, Color,
Parade, Photo
co××os 東京タワーの真ん中のエレベー
ター、よくわからないよね。

Notable tweet

Trending Spot Rankings
Trending spot rankings by area!
Also nationally!

(d)

東京タワーがオリンピック色に"http://
t.co/AR□□mDiP #mhk̲news 17時間前
mhk̲newsから

※This is provided only in Japanese at present.

Figure 1 Overview of real-time search service providing daily-life information

*3 Landmark: A structure that is famous or symbolic of a given location.
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*4

viewing experience to the users.
Tweets

The home page of the TV tweets
search system displays a list of pro-

(1) Map tweets to
railway routes
(2) Extract tweets related
to railway operational
conditions

Railway route
name dictionary

grams that are broadcast nation-wide in
Japan. Since most users are interested
in such programs, they can easily

Railway-operational-condition
word dictionary

access TV tweets belonging to these

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

nation-wide broadcast programs by

12

Search engine

(3) Register train tweets
in the search engine.

clicking the “View” button located
beside each program on the home page.
The search service also provides

(4) Rank railway routes

accesses to TV tweets for local TV pro-

Figure 2 Train tweet processing

grams. Users can first select the specific
area in which a local TV program is
broadcast, and then select the desired

engine and (4) ranking railway routes

of train tweets above a certain threshold

local TV program to view TV tweets.

by counting train tweets.

are displayed to users. The processes of

TV tweets are not only associated with

In order to map tweets to railway

mapping tweets to railway routes,

programs that are currently broadcast-

routes, tweets that include names of

extracting train tweets, and registering

ing, but also associated with future pro-

railway routes are detected on the serv-

train tweets in the search engine are

grams. The search system tracks the

er using a specific dictionary which

completed in several seconds. This

programs scheduled up to one week in

contains a list of names of railway

allows users to monitor railway opera-

the future.

routes and variations in these names.

tional conditions for each railway in

The search system applies two

Later steps are skipped for tweets that

real time. The ranking of railway routes

methods for associating tweets to TV

do not include any railway route names.

is performed every few minutes as a

programs. The first method is to infer

To extract tweets related to railway

batch process.

hashtags closely associated with a

operational conditions from the remain-

*5

broadcast program. Thus, any tweets
which include such a hashtag (or “pro-

tweets are compared with words related

3. TV Program Tweet
Search Service

to railway operational conditions that

3.1 Service Overview

assigned to a specific TV program. The

ing tweets, words in the remaining

gram-specific hashtags”) can be easily

are pre-registered in a dictionary. Only

This service allows users to monitor

second method is to extract words

tweets which include railway-opera-

“TV tweets” which are tweets that

closely associated with a broadcast pro-

tional-condition words are stored as

include impressions and comments

gram dynamically, and to assign tweets

train tweets in the search engine. Final-

about TV programs being broadcast

which include the extracted words

ly, railway routes are ranked by count-

currently (Fig. 1(b)). This search sys-

(“program-specific characteristic

ing train tweets for each railway route

tem infers tweets that reference TV pro-

words”) to a specific TV program. A

and sorting by the numbers of train

grams and groups these TV tweets by

list of TV tweets for a specific TV pro-

tweets. Railway routes with a number

TV program to provide a social

gram can be sorted on the page in the

*4 Social viewing: A practice in which multiple
users share his/her viewing experience of the
same event or broadcasted program through
social media.

*5 Hashtag: A function whereby placing a hash
character (“#”) at the beginning of a word in a
tweet makes it easier for other users to find
other tweets on the same subject (e.g., #earthquake).
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parallel. The first task is to extract pro-

well as general information about the

gram-specific characteristic words and

TV program, such as the title, the cast,

program-specific hashtags. The second

start time and end time. The set of

task is to extract TV tweets using the

tweets for a fixed period of time in the

Figure 3 shows the real-time

hashtags and the characteristic words,

past are extracted from the tweet data-

extraction process for TV tweets. Since

relate TV tweets to TV program and

base (Fig. 3(2)). The tweet database

the broadcasting channel broadcasts TV

register them in the search engine.

contains all tweet data. Old tweets are

order of posting time or number of retweets.
3.2 Real-time Selection of TV

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Tweets

programs sequentially, the search sys-

The process for extracting program-

not useful for extracting program-spe-

tem must distinguish, in real time,

specific characteristic words and pro-

cific characteristic words and program-

between tweets about the currently

gram-specific hashtags is summarized

specific hashtags, so only recent tweets

broadcasting program and tweets about

below. First, a list of currently broad-

are used. Tweets which include hash-

the program broadcast previously on

cast TV programs, including a unique

tags of the TV station are extracted

the same channel. The system must also

program ID for each TV station, are

from the tweets extracted in (2) in order

distinguish between TV tweets associ-

obtained from the TV program database

to create the set of TV program tweets

ated with the specific TV program and

(Fig. 3(1)). The TV program database

(Fig. 3(3)). If multiple TV programs

those associated with other currently

stores TV program meta data, which is

with different IDs are logically the

broadcast TV programs. This complica-

updated in real time. Meta data for each

same TV program, they are merged into

tion is solved by two tasks which run in

TV program contains a program ID as

one TV program. Hence, each logically
(9) Register

(B) Extract TV program related tweets

Tweets

(8) Retrieve

Tweet database

Real-time program-specific
characteristic word database
(6) Update
database

(2) Set of tweets
for analysis

(4) Program ID and
characteristic words

Search engine

(8) Retrieve

Real-time program
hashtag database
(7) Update
database
(5) Program ID
and hashtags

(3) Set of TV
program tweets
(A) Extract program-specific
characteristic words/hashtags

TV station
hashtag

TV station
hashtag DB

(1) Program ID, TV station,
broadcast time

TV program
metadata DB

Figure 3 Real-time selection of TV-program-related tweets
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unique TV program is associated with

search, place names included in tweets

“Trending Spot Ranking”.

tweets that include TV station hashtags.

Location-based Tweet Search is a

must be extracted. However, when

Using the tweets extracted in (3), pro-

search service that allows the user to

selecting keywords to express locations,

gram-specific characteristic words are

search tweets referencing nearby train

names of places such as train stations

extracted for each TV program (Fig.

stations and landmarks based on the

and landmarks could also refer to other

3(4)). Each characteristic word is

user’s current position (Fig. 1(c)). By

locations or non-geographical names

assigned with the program ID. Charac-

selecting the “Search tweets near cur-

(e.g. names of people), and this must be

teristic words are usually informative

rent location” link in the figure, the user

considered. For example, Maruyama

enough to describe the TV program.

can search nearby tweets. Using the

Koen (Maruyama Park) is the name of

Characteristic words for each hashtag

real-time nature of Twitter, this service

two different parks, one in Sapporo and

are extracted from the tweet dataset in

enables users to search “hot” informa-

one in Kyoto. Another example is Mat-

(2) (Fig. 3(5)). The characteristic words

tion nearby, as it is happening. Users

sushima. This is the place name of one

and hashtags are compared between TV

can also transition to the Trending Spot

of the famous “Three Views of Japan”

programs. If the similarity score is

Ranking, as discussed below, from the

in Miyagi Prefecture, but is also a fami-

above a certain threshold, then the

search results.

ly name. This sort of ambiguity in iden-

hashtags are selected as hashtags for the

“Trending Spot Ranking” is a ser-

tifying places must be eliminated, and

TV program. The above processes for

vice that provides per-area rankings for

is handled in the tweet registration

extracting program-specific characteris-

sight-seeing spots that are being men-

process described below.

tic words and program-specific hash-

tioned on Twitter (Fig. 1(d)). Users can

The location-based tweet search

tags are run in real time and kept up-to-

view rankings of sight-seeing spots near

system process for registering tweets in

date(Fig. 3(6)(7)).

their current location or in an area that

the search engine is shown in Figure 4.

The process for extracting TV

they select. In the details page for a

The names and locations of train sta-

tweets using the hashtags and character-

landmark selected from the ranking

tions and landmarks are maintained

istic words is summarized below.

page, trending tweets are selected from

within the system as Point Of Interest

Tweets which include the program-spe-

tweets for that landmark, and relevant

(POI) data. The search engine decides

cific characteristic words in (4) or the

keywords, and other basic information

whether a train station or landmark

program-specific hashtags in (5) are

such as the address and business hours

name is included in the tweet, creates

assigned with corresponding TV pro-

are displayed. The details pages are also

an association between the tweet and

TM*6

gram and program ID in real time (Fig.

linked to docomo map navi

services

the location, and registers it. To disam-

3((8)). Finally, tweets in (8) are regis-

such as the map application and

biguate the location name as discussed

tered in the search engine (Fig. 3(9)).

Gotochi Guide (local guide applica-

above, tweets are processed as

tion), to detailed views of tweets for the

described in existing research [1].

landmark, and to searches using the

Specifically, a disambiguation is made

landmark name and related keywords.

based on the assumption that an

4. Search for Tweets
Related to Landmarks
4.1 Service Overview
Two types of service for searching
tweets related to landmarks are provided: “Location-based tweet search” and

ambiguous place name and the nearby
4.2 Location-based Tweet
Search System

same document (e.g.: Maruyama Koen

To implement location-based tweet

and Kyoto occur in the same tweet). In

TM

*7 Co-occur: When a particular word happens to
appear with another particular word in the
same document.

*6 docomo map navi : “docomo map navi”
and its service logo are trademarks of NTT
DOCOMO Inc.
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*7

place names tend to co-occur in the
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this way, nearby place names are asso-

nearby tweets is done within a predeter-

the latitude and longitude of each land-

ciated with POI data and stored. This

mined radius. At this stage, if a set min-

mark, to ensure that the set number of

process, linking tweets to POI, is done

imum number of tweets are not found,

tweets can be obtained. The server

in real time by the system when the

the search radius is increased and the

receives the user’s latitude and longi-

tweet data is received.

search is repeated. This ensures that the

tude, finds the landmark closest to the

Next, we describe the structure of

search result contains a set number of

user, and sends a query to the search

the search system, shown in Figure 5.

tweets. However if the radius frequent-

engine using the stored search radius.

When a user searches tweets, the

ly needs to be increased in this way,

This enables high-speed searches guar-

mobile terminal sends its location (lati-

search response time can increase, so

anteeing a number of tweets, indepen-

tude, longitude) to the server. Then,

search radius values are pre-stored in

dent the location.

based on this information, a search for

the system as a basis for searching at
4.3 Processing Tweets for
Trending Spot Ranking
Tweets related to landmarks are

POI DB

processed for the trending spot rankings
as shown in Figure 6. As with the
Associate landmark
data with tweets

Tweets

Search engine

location-based tweet search system
described in section 4.2, when initially

Figure 4 Tweet registration for location-based tweet search

associating landmark information with
tweets, place names may also be used
to mean different locations or to mean

Location-based tweet search server

Mobile terminal

Latitude/longitude
notification

something other than a place name, so
some ambiguity must be eliminated.

Nearby landmark data retrieval
function (decides radius)

POI DB

Here as well, landmark information and
tweets are associated in real time.

Search
Search result

Tweets are associated with landmarks,
Search engine

and the number of tweets for each landmark are counted. Landmarks are asso-

Figure 5 Location-based tweet search system structure

ciated with the areas which are used by
Gotochi Guide, and a per-area ranking

Landmark data

Tweets

Associate landmark
data with tweets

Count tweets
per landmark

Generate ranking
by area

Select terms related
to each landmark

Figure 6 Tweet processing for trending spot ranking
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is generated by sorting the landmarks in

related to useful topics in daily life,

research and development to improve

descending order of the number of

especially corresponding to railway

the accuracy of our related-tweet selec-

tweets. Then, for the landmarks that

operational conditions, TV programs

tion technologies, and to provide con-

rank high in each area, related words

and geographic landmarks. We have

venient services that push time-sensi-

are selected from the landmark-related

also described the search technologies

tive information using real-time data.

tweets, based on co-occurrences of the

supporting these services. With this

words with landmark names and on the

development, we have focused on
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In the future, we will continue our
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